


“Stories can enlarge our capacity for empathy. In her brave 
and compelling novel, All That Fills Us, Autumn Lytle grants 
us the privilege of inhabiting the mind and heart of a young 
woman battling an eating disorder. Nothing is concealed 
here; the fears, shame, self- hatred, and obsessive thoughts 
that plague and assault Mel Ellis provide opportunities for 
us to explore our own shadows in the light of God’s grace 
and compassion. Mel’s journey toward revelation and hope 
is an invitation for us to see ourselves as God sees us and to 
discover— or rediscover— why our stories matter.”

Sharon Garlough Brown, author of Shades of  Light  
and the Sensible Shoes series

“You don’t have to have poor body image or an eating dis-
order to be fed by the charmingly disarming debut novel All 
That Fills Us. I did not want this story to end. With humor 
and compassion, intricate insights, and singular descrip-
tions, Autumn Lytle has captured the pain of encroaching 
mental illness. She’s also taken us on a journey with words 
to breach wounds and remind us of the grace of unexpected 
community. May there be many more healing stories from 
this truly gifted author.”

Jane Kirkpatrick, bestselling author of  
The Healing of  Natalie Curtis

“Brimming with beauty and perfectly paced, this poignant 
novel connected with me in ways I didn’t think a story about 
a girl with an eating disorder could. I was stunned to see so 
much of myself in the character of Mel— striving to achieve, 
consistently hard on herself, and hoping that her efforts 
might amount to something meaningful in the end. Autumn 
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Lytle’s moving debut is one of those books that will linger 
in the hearts and minds of those who read it.”

Erin Bartels, award- winning author of  
All That We Carried

“Autumn Lytle’s All That Fills Us takes the reader on a jour-
ney they will not expect— both as they accompany the main 
character’s physical adventure and her emotional pilgrimage. 
But it’s a story that will truly make the reader believe they 
know and may have embraced— or perhaps are— the main 
character. They’ll also want to play all the supporting cast 
member roles (or most of them) and will emerge from the 
reading experience wholly altered. Rich imagery, emotive 
language, and relationship tangles that snarl and resolve 
under the hand of a gifted writer.”

Cynthia Ruchti, author of Miles from Where We Started, 
Afraid of  the Light, and Facing the Dawn
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For those who welcome the constant ache of hunger  
like an old friend, yet still long to be filled.
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PROLOGUE

SOMETIME IN JUNE 
SOMEWHERE IN NORTH DAKOTA

I think there was a time in my life when I used to be dry and 
warm, but I can’t remember it. Have you ever wondered 
what’s worse than walking through North Dakota? It’s walk-
ing through North Dakota during a weeklong rainstorm. 
Oh, and remove shelters of any kind, along with the illu-
sion of replacing your soaked socks with a pair of dry ones. 
Trudging through the same mile I swear I’ve been walking for 
hours, I curse the ugly, swollen gray sky. I curse the lakes that 
used to be my hiking boots. I curse this ridiculous state that 
can somehow see a week of driving rain and still be brown 
and scorched- looking everywhere. I curse this stupid hike, 
and most of all, my stupid self for ever coming up with this 
stupid plan.

At least at this point there’s a bit of tree cover. I left the 
endless plains a few miles back for a brief stroll through the 
forest, where the rain let up enough for me to see more than 
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two inches in front of my face. But my lackluster optimism 
fades when either a few minutes or several decades later, 
I come across a massive beast of a tree that would have 
struck wonder into my heart if it had been vertical instead 
of lying very horizontally and stubbornly in my way. Beyond 
the mocking tree giant, I can make out what could only be 
described as a wall of stones that some disturbed trailblazer 
had once decided would be fun to make people climb up. 
Even from this distance, I can see that the stones have razor- 
sharp edges and slick surfaces and are my only way forward. 
Wasn’t all of North Dakota supposed to be flat? And dry? 
And boring, easy terrain? Maybe I’m not even in North Da-
kota at this point. Honestly, it wouldn’t surprise me.

I look down and around me at the brown earth, the brown 
shrubs, the brown spindly trees. I take a moment to consider 
that this probably isn’t the nicest place to give up, lie down, 
and die. I look ahead again. The tree is still there. So are the 
rocks. It is going to be a hideous mess getting through this. 
But after a week pruning in the rain, I am a hideous mess 
to match.

With an animalistic cry, I try to throw my backpack over 
the fallen tree. Nine attempts later, it actually makes it all the 
way to the other side. Then, sighing with all the weariness I 
can muster, I lower myself onto the soggy, slimy earth and 
wiggle my way underneath the tree. I emerge on the other 
side more mud than human but feeling accomplished for 
the first time in days. Taking a brief intermission from pat-
ting myself on the back, I glance around for my pack, then 
search more feverishly when it doesn’t appear. Eventually 
I see it. Staring, I almost hope this is some sort of joke. I 
should look around for a hidden camera and brace myself 
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for some obnoxious TV show host to jump out of the bushes 
and yell “Gotcha!”

Nothing happens. Except it keeps raining, of course. And 
mud is now slithering down my back. And somehow into 
my pants. And my backpack remains halfway down a mud- 
slicked, comically steep ravine nestled in a grove of what I 
am one hundred and ten percent sure is poison ivy.

Literally between a rock and a hard place, I am left with no 
choice but to begin the slow, possibly deadly slide down the 
ravine. I get on my hands and knees and leave any remain-
ing dignity I had at the top of the ravine. For a distraction, 
I start listing all the things I hate.

Myself, obviously. This hike. This rain. This godforsaken 
state.

I grab on to a muddy root as my boots struggle to find 
traction. My limp hair is in my face—a squirrel’s nest of 
knots and tangles. My arms are covered in scratches, mud, 
and blood. My clothes are so drenched and torn, I’m practi-
cally immodest at this point. But there’s a hint of a grin on 
my face. Because if I die here, at least my obituary won’t 
accuse me of never doing anything memorable.
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EARLY MAY

The worst part of regaining consciousness was the slow and 
unavoidable realization that the life I was waking up to was 
hardly worth the effort.

It didn’t help the situation to realize I was back in the 
hospital, gown and all. I would never know exactly what hap-
pened in the time I was unconscious, but I could guarantee 
it was awkward, embarrassing, and involved being naked in 
front of medical personnel. I tried to pretend to sleep, but 
it was pointless. The blissful ignorance of the unconscious 
was long gone.

I could have postponed whatever was coming next by fak-
ing sleep for a few more hours, but a lack of patience had 
always found a comfortable place on my list of flaws, so I 
braced myself and opened my eyes.

My grandma glanced up from her magazine with a look 
just shy of a glare. I couldn’t blame her. If  I wasn’t even 
happy to be awake, how could I expect anyone else to be?
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“Nice of you to join us,” she said before returning to her 
magazine.

“What’d I miss?”
“Nothing that paints you in a good light, I can assure 

you.”
I could have guessed that. “Well, that’s a shame. Who was 

my knight in shining armor this time?”
“A group of young men walking by the parking lot of your 

work. There you were, passed out for the whole world to 
see.” She lowered her magazine just slightly. “Do you realize 
how lucky you are that they were the kind of men who call 
911 when they find a young woman passed out in a parking 
lot instead of a group of rapists and murderers? Now you’re 
here. You hit your head on the way down, but you’ll be fine. 
Oh, and we have another ambulance bill added to our tab. 
I’m sure your parents will be thrilled.”

I thought this over for a moment. A small part of me wor-
ried how strange it was for me to feel nothing about this new 
information. Normal people felt embarrassment after this 
sort of thing, right? There was, of course, the ever- present 
shadow of guilt for dragging innocent bystanders and my 
grandma deeper into my mess. But these days, that wasn’t 
anything new.

Sometimes that gnawing guilt could be drowned out with 
a poor attempt at comedy. I turned to my grandma. “Were 
any of the guys cute? Any of them leave me their number?” 
When she put down her Better Homes and Gardens and shot 
me what was now certainly a full- on glare, it was clear my 
attempt at lightening the mood was in vain.

“Is this all a joke to you? You know, I was supposed to 
spend the day packing. That cruise I’ve been planning all 
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year? They set sail tomorrow, as I’ve told you at least a dozen 
times over these past few months. But instead of my much- 
needed day of packing, I find myself here. Again.” Her voice 
sank to a harsh whisper, as if she was worried about someone 
overhearing. “Do you think it’s easy or enjoyable for me to 
make the three- hour drive out here every couple of weeks 
just to sit and stare at you wasting away until the doctor tells 
me the exact same thing I’ve heard a dozen times?” 

She touched a finger to her temple like a migraine was 
inevitable after this conversation. “And this isn’t something 
I can keep from my friends, you know. They ask about you 
with pity in their eyes every time we get together for lunch. I 
can barely stand to be around them anymore because of it.” 

She paused to bring a hand dramatically to her heart, 
and I bit back a comment dripping with sarcasm about the 
agonizing pain I feel daily over upsetting Ladies Lunch at 
the country club.

“And your mother,” she continued. “Your mother hardly 
calls me anymore because she can’t stand to hear what a mess 
you’ve become. I can’t even have a normal conversation with 
my own daughter. We used to be so close, and now . . . Can 
you get out of your own head long enough to imagine how 
that feels for me? Don’t you ever stop to think about others 
before you act?”

I never asked you to be here, I thought. But I managed an 
almost- sincere “I’m sorry” instead.

Because I was sorry. I had more apologies stored up than 
I knew what to do with. Here’s the thing about screwing up 
over and over though: The sorries stop holding any mean-
ing. It’s like saying “you too” when the person at the movie 
ticket counter tells you to enjoy the show. The words are 
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automatic and nonsensical. Both my grandma and I knew 
how inadequate that apology was.

She sighed and shook her head an almost indecipherable 
amount, taking care not to ruffle her hairdo, and returned to 
her article about, I could only assume, throwing an effort-
lessly intimate garden party. Even in her frustration, she was 
poised and graceful. My mom and sister inherited her slen-
der frame and her delicate features. All my life, Grandma had 
seemed to be on a different fifties- era fad diet. I’d witnessed 
the grapefruit diet, the SlimFast diet, the cabbage soup diet, 
and my personal favorite, the baby food diet. Not that they 
ever made any difference to her naturally small waist. The 
only thing those diets ever shrank was her already danger-
ously short temper.

No matter how unpleasant we found each other, I couldn’t 
deny we shared a core motivation. Over time, our images had 
become everything to us. My grandma showed this by spew-
ing elegance and grace in every waking moment. I showed it 
by exercising for six hours a day and starving myself. Besides 
doctors and other medical professionals, who’s to say whose 
methods are better?

While I began my day with 2,571 jumping jacks, 751 sit- 
ups, and a 15-mile run, she began hers by measuring her 
waist, thighs, ankles, and arms and writing said measure-
ments down in a notebook before slipping into a crisp pant-
suit or perfectly starched dress. The similarities were funny 
if I didn’t think about them too hard. Or at all.

She was wearing one of those dresses today. Blue with pale 
pink flowers. Its cheerfulness should have sharply contrasted 
with the current environment, but there was a sterility about 
it that fit right in. Her fingers flipped the page, flashing her 
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always perfectly manicured nails. Never much for conversa-
tion, we continued to sit in silence.

Eventually she sighed and pulled a twenty out of her bag 
and grabbed her coat. “I was up driving most of the night. 
If I’m ever going to make it back, I’m going to need my Star-
bucks.” She brushed invisible wrinkles from her dress like 
a nervous tic as she took a moment to compose herself. “If 
the doctor comes in when I’m gone, do not give him any of 
your sass. I swear, if I hear you were on anything less than 
your best behavior—”

“There will be hell to pay. Got it, Grandma. Thanks for 
the warning.”

Her look of fury was softened with just a hint of linger-
ing pity. I dropped my gaze to my hands, noticing a few new 
scrapes that I assumed came from my latest unconscious 
adventure. I could deal with Grandma’s wrath, but not her 
sympathy. I felt her gaze linger on the pitiful sight that was 
somehow still her granddaughter for a few seconds longer 
before swishing out the door. The click of her heels echoed 
long after she disappeared from view.

I glanced over at her bag as her half- hidden cell phone 
lit up with a notification. It brought with it a memory that 
made me cringe involuntarily. Two hospital visits ago— or 
was it three?—I had reentered the land of the living to the 
familiar sound of my grandma’s voice, except it held a note 
of desperation that made me jolt right awake. She was taking 
a phone call in the bathroom, unaware that the walls separat-
ing us were about as thin as the hospital gowns.

“Elizabeth, it’s time. You need to come home.” There was 
an urgent insistence in my grandma’s voice. If I didn’t know 
better, it sounded as if she were pleading. My heart began 
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to race. I was legitimately scared now. My grandma wasn’t 
the pleading type.

A short silence followed. Then my grandma’s voice re-
turned. Still pleading. Still scary. “For goodness’ sake, she’s 
your daughter. She needs you now more than ever. Things 
are bad. They are getting out of control, Elizabeth. I can’t be 
what she needs right now. I’m trying, but I’m not making a 
lick of difference. You can’t possibly be the only missionaries 
over there. Let someone else take over for a bit. No one else 
can be what she needs. No one else can be that girl’s mother.”

I tried my hardest to pretend I didn’t know who they 
were talking about. When that failed, I tried even harder to 
bury it all— the searing pain and crushing guilt— before it 
immobilized me completely. When my grandma hung up a 
few moments later and the choked, muffled sobs started, I 
did the kindest thing I could think of. I closed my eyes and 
pretended to be fast asleep.
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